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M A N U A L

Bright Quadrant/Offset



Installation Instructions
Quadrant/Offset Quadrant
Adjustment range: (-20/0mm) x (-20/0mm) x 1950mm

Mounting Preparation
After opening the packaging, read the instructions carefully. Check whether all parts are present and there is no sign of shipping
damage. If you find any problem, please contact your retailer directly.

Necessary tools:

Spirit level                                          Electric dill                           Crosstip screw driver                      Pencil

Rubber hammer                                       knife                                 ruler                                        silicon sealant
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1. If the quadrant is placed onto a tray, first take a spirit
level to check whether the tray is placed horizontal. In case
the quadrant is installed directly onto the floor, please proceed
with step 2.
Tray or marbles need to install on level, wall profile need to
install vertical, otherwise the door could not be installed well.
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2. Mount rail profile 8LQ9 on top and bottom with fixing
panel 8LQ5 with screw St4x30 8LQ2 2pcs each on each
joint.
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3. Put the wall profile 8LQ3 2pcs on the 2 ends of frame.
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4. Put the frame on the tray and adjust the wall profile and frame
to let the rail profile on the middle of tray edge. Please make sure
wall profile is vertical. Mark the hole position on wall profile. Drill
holes accordingly. Put wall plugs 8LQ1 8x into the holes and
fasten wall profiles on the wall by screw St4x30 8LQ2 8x.
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5. Put sliding panel 8LQ6 on the rail profile. Firstly, Put the top
roller into rail profile. Secondly, press bottom roller and put it
into rail profile. After put sliding panel on the rail profile, please
adjust the rollers to make sure sliding panel in vertical position.
It will make sure sliding door has smooth sliding effect and good
cooperation for magnetic strip seal and magnetic profile.
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6. Drill holes on vertical profile and fasten vertical profile and
wall profile by screw 8LQ10 6x.Mount the handle 8LQ11 on
sliding panel.
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7. Cover wall profile with decorative profile 8LQ4 2pcs. 8. Put plastic cover 8LQ7 and 8LQ8 on the top of profiles. Sealant
shower cabin on outside where next to wall and tray/floor. Please
do not use your shower enclosure within 24 hours after assembly.
Do not use caustic cleaning products or abrasive material when
cleaning your shower enclosure.
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For information and support: phone 0845 470 24 27.


